century reminds us of his unprectemporary world show that even
after more than three decades since
world political landscape influenced

across the world.
world in the 20th century. Both the
they came in the wake of an oppres-
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Very few reformers in the history of mankind have been capable of achieving the fruits of
their struggle in their lifetime

for those who had been afflicted by
tyrannical church.

-

the human soul from the root of its
faith nor bereaved it of the fruits of
-

but in his universal approach to life
in all its aspects and manifestations.
Islam in the Iranian youth but did
not leave them to be swayed by

common to the contemporary half-educated clerics. He

of life in Iran before the Islamic Revolution. Backed by

had shaped the direction of Western socio-political
-

-

but thinkers in the Islamic world still wandered in the
deserts of bewilderment.
lection of rituals to ward off evil spirits and attain paraa complete code of individual and collective life and it
offers the best solution to the minutest problems of all
societies at all times.
-

nationalism were considered to be outmoded terms.

beauty. It was rather due to the fact that Western values
followed blindly.

-

contempt and treated awfully and this had created an
supremacy of Islamic values.

-

nations that possesses all the capabilities to attain material and scientific development. Despite the hurdles
-

-

Iran is considered to be a success.

that not the teddy pro-Westerners but those proud of
Islamic culture were the ones who could boast of be-

an advanced and stable society could have not been
been possible in a male-dominated Eastern society.

show marvels in all fields of science and arts and worthy
to be followed but they became convinced of their abil-

vinced the Iranian youth that they
can trample down all the hurdles in
the way of their revolution.

state and the society of the Islamic
-

promotion. Very few reformers in the history of man-

It was this spiritual change that made
against the cruel forces
of the Shah, making them an iron wall
against the oppressive
and tyrannical might of
the state. This spiritual
the Iranian youth that
they can trample down
all the hurdles in the way

overthrow of the US-backed Shah of
Iran. Imam Khomeini passed away
Khomeini’s demise is marked with a
ceremony at his mausoleum in the
presence of the Leader of the Islamic Revolution.
Rasheed Ahmad Chughtai, President of the Islamic United Council
of Pakistan and Chief Editor of Page
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